Retrospective comparison of Australia's Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme claims data with prescription data in HER2-positive early breast cancer patients, 2008-2012.
Dispensing claims are used increasingly to investigate the real-world use and impact of prescribed medicines. Claims databases, established for payment purposes, lack clinical data and only capture prescriptions for which insurers pay a contribution. We compare Australia's Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) dispensing claims of HER2-positive early breast cancer patients with medicines prescribed and administered to determine the accuracy of dispensing data to identify treatment protocols, number of treatment cycles and durations of therapy. Our cohort comprised 110 female HER2-positive early breast cancer patients who started treatment at four cancer centres in New South Wales, Australia, between 2008 and 2011. Patients consented to retrospective medical chart audit and linkage to PBS claims data. We constructed protocols from prescribing and dispensing records independently, based on the timing of trastuzumab and cytotoxic treatments; and estimated the median number of treatment cycles and duration of therapy by protocol. Patients' median age was 53 years (range 21-86). Two chemotherapy protocols accounted for 90% of chemotherapy protocols: doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide followed by a paclitaxel or docetaxel and trastuzumab (known as ACTH; 58.2%) and trastuzumab with docetaxel, carboplatin and trastuzumab (known as TCH; 31.2%). Seventy-six patients (69.1%) were assigned the same protocols based on prescribing and claims data. Twenty-six of the protocols that did not match were due to the absence of cyclophosphamide in PBS data because it falls below the patient copayment for general PBS beneficiaries. Compared with prescription data, the number of treatment cycles was underestimated in dispensing data (30 vs 44 for ACTH and 26.5 vs 29 for TCH); however, median durations of therapy were well matched (422 vs 442 days for ACTH and 368 vs 367 for TCH). PBS dispensing data provide an alternative option to prescription data for estimating cancer medicine use. Recent changes to PBS data capture that include all medicines costing less than the copayment will strengthen the capacity of PBS data to reflect prescribing practice in all patients, including treatment protocols and duration of therapy in patients with complete ascertainment of PBS dispensing history.